Minutes 2017

Tuesday November 7, 2017
Boardroom of the Commissioners
622 Croghan St., Fremont, OH 43420

***
Commissioner Schwochow led the pledge of allegiance and called session to order. Session began at 8:00am.

***
Throughout the day the following occurred .........................

***
Commissioners reviewed numerous mailings. Minutes from session 11/2/17 were reviewed and approved. Invoices were approved in electronic fashion and paper fashion.

***
County Administrator and Commissioners discussion:
Commissioner Miller went to the promotion ceremony yesterday for the Sheriff’s Office. He spoke briefly. This is something they will continue in the future.
Commissioner Reiter gave an update on the First Energy meeting yesterday. Discussed the Portland road where the base is supposed to go. Would have to move 35 feet. Causes 5 other poles to be relocated. Full house, jim carlos, mark mulligan kay erie county officials. Does anyone drive the location regarding safety concerns. Engage a traffic engineer to study this. Have an answer back within 30 days. 1 hour and 20 minutes.
Commissioners Miller and Reiter drove around yesterday to see the damage from the tornado. Commissioner Miller reported on this.

***
Then and Now: none

***
Personnel actions taken: none

***
Travel request: none

***
IT Dept. met with the Board. Judge Smith wants to know about their microphones. Gary Kirsch said that most of the stuff was demoed. Commissioners agreed to have IT check on what options are available. Thursday after hours will be the move day.
Update on Woodville – put a door for security first and also ventilation. Atul reported back saying he spoke to Ron and this was put on hold per Judge Fiser and Tracy Overmyer.
Meeting with Jerri and Lee. Not yet. Gary filled them in on what is going on with MVP installation.
Printer in boardroom this week.
911 – pricing for contivity. Waiting for a couple more quotes. $5,000.00 per month. Discussion with Clyde. Based on wood county. Commissioner Schwochow asked why so much. Dedicated service and 911 certified.
Minutes 2017

Discussion was had regarding this past weekend’s weather and no alert.

***

Public forum portion of session proceeded.

Citizen attendees: none

Media attendees: none

*** RESOLUTIONS ***

2017 – 362
APPROVING SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS TO CONTRACT SERVICE IN GUY FISHER DITCH ($9.09) AND SCHWOCHOW DITCH ($127,000.00) PROJECTS
M – Miller S – Reiter
Schwochow – yes Reiter – yes Miller – yes

2017 - 363
AUTHORIZING ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW FUND WITHIN THE BUDGETARY SYSTEM OF SANDUSKY COUNTY ENTITLED; JJC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES FUND, ASSIGNED FUND #2067
M – Reiter S – Schwochow
Schwochow – yes Reiter – yes Miller – yes

2017 – 394
APPROVING SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION TO SHERIFF SPECIAL DETAIL FUND TO PAY FOR WAGES ($2,000.00) AND BENEFITS ($560.00)
M – Reiter S – Miller
Schwochow – yes Reiter – yes Miller – yes

***

At 10:43 am and with business concluded for the day Commissioner Miller moved to adjourn with a second to the motion offered by Commissioner Reiter. The ensuing vote was unanimous in the affirmative.
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